
A red replica? Red is the 
colour of ancient Ro-
man deities, the colour 
of warriors and blood. 

Aggressive by nature, it is a colour 
that was born to be noticed. That 
is the intention of this APS repli-
ca, born for the 3 gun, a shoot-
ing competition which switches 
between rifle, shotgun and hand-
gun on a frenzied course of fire. 
The shooter aims to be the fastest 
and most accurate and, why not, 
to be noticed by the audience 

Although, to be 
honest, none of the 

three APS models that 
we show on this page 

are born to go unnoticed, 
as they say themselves: M4 

RIFLE NEVER GETS BORED!

RIFLE NEVER GETS BORED!
M4
"RW. APS ASR117/ASR118/ASR119"

Body 0'20 APS
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03 RAF “7” SHAPED 

STRAIGHT TRIGGER

The straight trigger design can be seen 
in many marksmen's customised rifles. 
It reduces the distance in each shot 
while offering greater sensitivity, gaining 
speed when shooting. Something that is 
appreciated both in conventional airsoft 
as in 3 guns matches.

02 AMBIDEXTROUS 

MAGAZINE RELEASE

These models include a genuine ambi-
dextrous magazine release system de-
signed to easily change the magazine 
clip even when we are holding the repli-
ca with the other hand to turn the corner.

06 HANDMADE STIP-

PLING GRIP PANELS 

The ASR119 model includes grip panels 
with a finish known as stippling, which 
prevents it from slipping off sweaty 
hands or soaked gloves. This allows a 
stronger grip of the replica and a more 
accurate shooting.

01 GOLD PARTS

These details are a trend in APS models, 
similar to those of Salient Arms Inter-
national, with whom they have signed 
a license agreement. This hallmark will 
not help you during the game, but no 
one will mistake their replica with yours. 
A true hallmark.

08 MARKINGS

The ASR118 and ASR119 comes with 
the "3 Gun Nation" official marking and 
its ejection port displays the words 
given to shooters before starting the 
match "shooter, are you ready?". While 
the ASR117 carries the BOAR Tactical 
seal and the punchline that made Bruce 
Willis famous in Die Hard: “Yippee ki-
yay”…

09 OTHER DETAILS

All three models carry the new trimmed 
lower receiver, a version of the tradi-
tional body with details such as the grip 
marks on the front. And the Match Style 
loading lever with an extension to op-
erate more intuitively, although the bolt 
catch is not functional so you have to 
hold it to keep the ejection port open 
and regulate the hop-up.

05 16" LPA HAND 

GUARD (LOW PROFILE 

ADAPT) 

The C-shape finish of this hand guard 
reminds us of LVOA's Wirecut, developed 
by War Sport. APS' also includes a Key-
Mod system in which we can attach, as 
in the case of the ASR117, a Dynamic 
Hand Stop Grip. It allows us to find the 
perfect gripping position intuitively, 
even in the midst of the most stressful 
matches!

07  SIGHTS

The ASR117 comes with Athena sights 
by APS; made of fibre optic, foldable 
and removable, and, when folded, they 
adopt a gun-like sights design so that 
they remain operative. The sights in the 
ASR118 and ASR119 are a 45º version 
(R-Type Dynamic) of the same charac-
teristics. They can be used for more ac-
curate shots at close range if we carry a 
scope, but from 20 m onwards, the ef-
fect of the hop-up which also rotates 45 
º will make our shots not so functional.

04 MUZZLE

Yet another purely aesthetic element 
which endows personality to the models. 
While the ASR118 and ASR119 carry the 
105 mm UAR (although it does not pro-
trude the hand guard) and which houses 
part of the inner barrel; the ASR117 car-
ries a Rebar Cutter muzzle shaped after 
the tip of the hand guard.

WHY DOES IT STAND OUT?

EXTERNAL PARTS

APS ASR119 APS ASR119APS ASR117APS ASR118

APS ASR118

APS ASR117
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Silver Edge is the name given 
in 2014 to the new gearbox 
which would revolutionise the 
new replicas carrying it, such 
as these last three models. The 
name comes from its shiny and 
polished finish that 
facilitates the 
correct movement 
of all internal parts while minimising 
friction braking. This helps reduce 
the amps required for operation 
up to 0.8A, which not only 
prolongs its working life but 
also improves performance.

This version comes with a M120 spring1 with simplified maintenance 
thanks to the quick-release spring system. It has a 4 tab closure sys-
tem, instead of the 2 traditional ones, thus securing stronger springs 

better. We can change the spring with an Allen key wrench 
and spring rail without opening the gearbox..

The Silver Edge also includes a me-
chanical blowback which uses the pis-
ton's movement to drag the blowback 
plate. This system has a lesser impact 
on battery life or power compared to 
others that can be found in the market.

INTERNAL PARTS

01

03

02

04

05

The gearbox uses silver wiring to maximise 
electrical performance (handles temperature 
better) and has a fuse that protects the entire 
system against overload or possible malfunc-
tions.

It includes 8mm bearings2 to reduce 
stress and friction when gears3 ro-
tate. Both the metal spring rail4 and 
the piston top5 carry bearings, mak-
ing the whole system more efficient.
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Analysing these replicas from the con-
ventional airsoft point of view is not 
enough to understand why they have 
been designed. Some might think the 
length is excessive for CQB, but it 
is nonetheless ideal for shooting 
tests and allows for long-dis-
tance shots in open field games. 

CONCLU

SIONS

Manufacturer: APS

Weiht: 3800 g

Capacity : 300 bbs

Barrel length : 263 mm

Blowback :
YES

Power : 
400FPS*  fps

Barrel diameter : 6,04 mm

Model: ASR117/ASR118/
ASR119

Gearbox :
Version 2 Silver Edge
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In addition to all the improvements 
implemented for competitions, we can 
make the most out of them in a forest 
scenario by becoming the team's marks-
man. And regarding the replica's colour, 
it will surely stick in the eliminated play-
er's mind while you send them back to 
respawn.


